VIṣAYATĀVĀDA
This workshop is focused on ‘’Viṣayatāvāda’’of Gadādhar Bhattacharya, the great
Navya-Nyāya philosopher who flourished in the late seventeenth century. His style, being
fully developed, is complicated using the advanced technique of Navya-Nyaya. Because of
the complicated conceptual structure of Navya-Nyāya thinking, no work of Gadādhar like
Viṣayatāvāda has so for been discussed in a traditional way.
Many Indian and foreign scholars put their best effort using self-developed technical
language of translation to popularize Navya-Nyāya texts in English, French, German and
other European languages. Saileswar Sen, Daniel H. H. Ingalls, Kuppuswami Shastri, Bimal
Krishna Matilal, J. N. Mohanty, Goekoop, Karl Potter are few well Known names whose
works in English are widely read.
The interest of great Philosophers in Navya-Nyāya texts shows its importance
regarding developing logical power in the human mind which is very useful for management
of any society or task.
According to Viṣayatāvāda, cognition is a special quality of the self
(cqf)ukZedf’pnkRefo’ks"kxq.k%) This cognition is a different kind of reality established only by
introspective cognition of all (including common) people of the form ‘I know the jar.’
(rn~O;ofLFkfr%] ?kVegatkukehR;kdkjdkikejlk/kkj.kkuqHkocyknso). This (cognition) is, again, always of an
object, as the (secondary) introspective evidence, mentioned above, is always of a (primary)
cognition
having
the
jar
etc.
as
its
object.
(lk
p
lfo"kf;dk,
mDr/feZxzkgdizrhR;k?kVkfnfo"k;dRosuSornoxkgukr~). The object hood resident in the jar etc. has a
particular relation with this cognition as its successor (second term) (That=cognition)
(?kVkfnfu"Barf}"k;Roa p rRizfr;ksfxd% lEcU/kfo’ks"k%).
In this way the great Navya-Nyāya philosopher Shri Gadādhar Bhattacharya is
describing the actual meaning of ‘Vishayata’ through proper discussion in Viṣayatāvāda
which is one of his famous 64 Vad (discussion)-Texts.
The main aim of this workshop is adequate exploration of this text by traditional and
experienced senior scholars, including an open debate which is really called Vada or
Colloquium in India.

